PORTABLE LCD PROJECTOR - EPSON

Please take the following steps to connect laptop to the portable LCD Projector:

The following items should be in your LCD Projector bag:

- VGA Cord
- Power Cord

Additional Item(s) to Sign Out (must be booked in advance):

- MacBook Adapter to VGA Cord (Macbook models for <2010)
- MacBook Adapter to VGA Cord (Macbook models >2010)

PC Laptops with only a Mini Display Port (with no VGA Port available):

- Mini Display Port
- VGA Port

- MacBook Adapter to VGA Cord
- No Need for MacBook Adapter to VGA Cord
Macbook Adapter to VGA Cord is Required:
Connect the Macbook Adapter to laptop. Connect the other end to the VGA Cord. Connect VGA Cord to LCD Projector.

Macbook Adapter to VGA Cord is Not Required:
Connect VGA Cord to laptop and the other end to the LCD Projector.

Connect the Power Cord to the LCD Projector and plug the other end of the cord to a power outlet.
Slide the lid to **Open** the lens

To elevate the projector:

1. Push the black rectangular button to release the stand. This button is located on the bottom of the projector.

2. There are 2 circular stands located on the back of the projector that can be released by twisting clockwise.

Press **ON** to start the projector. A blue light will appear and the fan will be on. If the **Lamp Light** is on, please return the LCD Projector to the front desk (indicates the bulb is blown).

Press the **Source Search** button and choose ‘**Computer**’. Your laptop should now be mirrored with the projector. If not, re-plug the **Display Adapter** and try again.
Click on H/V to adjust the picture orientation on the screen.

Adjust picture focus by rotating the wheel.

After use, close the lens cover and turn off the projector. To turn off the projector, hold the power button until it beeps twice.

The fan will continue running for 1 minute after shutdown.

Please do not put the projector in the bag until the fan stops and the projector cools down.
(1) Located on the bottom of the projector, push the rectangular button upwards to retract the leg.

(2) There are 2 circular stands located on the back of the projector that can be tightened up by twisting counter clockwise.

Tie up the VGA cable and Power cord in an organized manner (as shown in the pictures).

Once the projector is cooled off, place the equipment back in the bag with the lens side facing up. Return all items to the front desk.